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Preface
“Across the Divide” 2013 – 2014 exhibition is

This art exhibition is a traveling show presented at the

proud to present artworks created by nineteen

following universities:

Chinese artists who are currently teaching studio

Missouri State University

art in universities across the United States.

October 25, 2013 – November 22, 2013
Southwestern Oklahoma State University
January 9, 2014 – February 6, 2014
Oklahoma State University
February 17, 2014 – March 20, 2014
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Introduction
“Across the Divide” 2013 – 2014 exhibition
provides public audiences with an opportunity to
examine a shared experience of Chinese artists
interwoven with individual endeavors dealing with
cross-cultural dilemmas and artistic exploration
while having a complex relationship to a home
country which has embarked on one of the most
dramatic social transformations witnessed in recent
history.
Coming from a specific ethnic and cultural origin,
all artists in this exhibition received their graduate
education in the United States and are currently
holding professorships in art programs across the
country. By drawing inspiration for their teaching
and studio practice from their dual experiences in
China and America, these artists have been
involved in cultural production through crossdisciplinary experiments in visual arts and have
searched for their own interpretations of
contemporaneous experiences under the impact of
globalization.

The purpose of this exhibition is twofold: first, to
familiarize people with the diverse body of
contemporary artwork produced by Chinese artists
working in the United States; and, second, to
consider the role art has played in representing
cultural identities, history, memory, trauma, and
politics. It is the purpose of this exhibition to help
visitors learn and recognize the complexity of
Chinese culture and the way it manifests in

Calligraphy by Xu Bing
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contemporary art. In this exhibition, audiences will
not only see works of art informed by China’s
ancient and complex cultural heritage but also
ones responding to recent changes in China’s
political and social environment. Whether the
visual link to China is subtle or obvious, each work
of art will demonstrate a connection to China’s
wealth of cultural tradition from a variety of
perspectives.
This exhibition provides the participating artists
with a platform to address cross-cultural
experiences, and offers audiences with an
opportunity to examine individual perceptions
informed by cultural and social influences
experienced both in China and the United States.

Shaoqian Zhang
Yu Ji
Todd Parker
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Xiaomiao Wang
Assistant Professor
Southwest Oklahoma State University

Rebecca Ruige Xu
Associate Professor
Missouri State University
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Oklahoma State University

Shawn Yuan
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Oklahoma State University Museum of Art
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Oklahoma State University
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Fang Chen
陈放

Professor
College of Art & Architecture
Pennsylvania State University

Posters have been a major means of visual communication for
hundreds years. Fabled French designer Pierre Bernard once
said, “The poster is the prime field for experimenting with visual
language.” For years, I have been researching the strength and
power of the image as a “universal language” in poster design.
And I have found that posters with appropriate imagery as the
main visual element reach a much broader audience regardless
of language and culture differences because they are less
specific -- leaving room for the audience to fill in the meanings
based on their own contexts and experiences. It’s well known
that images appeared earlier than words in prehistoric
communication.
Today, it’s said, “a picture is worth of thousand words.” This is
true, especially as the world moves closer to McLuhan’s global
village. As new technology and media allow ease of
international communication, design issues become a shared,
worldwide experience.
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FANG CHEN

Gun Control !"#"$%& '(")$*! +) '%'*( 100 , 70-.
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FANG CHEN

Overpopulation !"#"$%& '(")$*! +) '%'*( 100 , 70-.
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Amy Cheng
鄭漪

Professor
Art Department
State University of New York
at New Paltz

My work is about visual play and visual pleasure. Sumptuous,
intricate, ornamented, the paintings are richly referential –
they call to mind a range of associations from mandalas, the
cosmos, cells, lace, brocade and more. I align myself with the
long tradition of geometric and floral patterns the Far East,
the Middle East, the Byzantine and the Baroque have long
employed. They did so with the implicit understanding that
pattern and repetition, which are endemic in nature, are primal
in its rhythmic connection to the human nervous system.
Although they are not strictly speaking devotional, the
paintings nevertheless speak to the sacred, to the largeness of
life, to an Earthly Paradise. They do so through veiling,
layering, and a constant if quiet exertion of life force
embodied by bulging forms. The paintings often produce a
sense of stasis in movement.
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AMY CHEN

The Concept of Symmetry 36” , 60” +"& +) -%)/%0
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AMY CHEN

The Reverse Side Has a Reverse Side

36” , 60” +"& +) -%)/%0
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Jiawei Gong
龚嘉伟

Assistant Professor
School of Art
Texas Tech University

The current themes I am exploring in my artwork include the
fundamental human experience and contemporary social
commentary. I primarily choose digital media, such as digital
photography, digital video, sound, and interactive web art, to
practice my artistic ideas. I find that the temporality of moving
images and sound is comparable to that of living beings. It
makes me aware, not only of the transience of art, but also of
our own transitory existence. I use the possibilities provided by
digital technology to represent the temporal structure of life.
I draw my inspiration from my daily life and cultural
background. Traditional Chinese philosophy and literature
serve as a dominate and informative resource for my artwork.
At the same time, I find many similar values and insights
about, either the practice of art or life, which are shared by
different people around the world. My series of video and
sound installations address some of the fundamental concerns
of human beings, such as the perception of reality and illusion,
time and space, physical existence and spiritual potentials.
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JIAWEI GONG

Art Puzzle 2:05
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JIAWEI GONG

Bubble 4:16
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Zhimin Guan
关志民

Professor
Department of Art And Design
Minnesota State University
Moorhead

My images work best when they reveal a tension between
dream and reality, and between the limitations and
endlessness of human desire.
In my landscape painting on metal series, I am trying to
convey some of the awe and sense of magic that I feel when I
am out in nature. I believe that true beauty of artistic
expression come from harmony and contrast. I hope that
placing subtle, delicate, intimate, reflected landscapes images
on the cool, industrial metal surface will enable viewers to
contemplate the tension between fleeting beauty and the
harsh reality of our human existence. In some small way, my
work can serve as a reminder that there is a deeper and more
awesome world beyond our typical day-to-day urban and
technological settings.
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ZHIMIN GUAN

Melting Sea 30” , 35” +"& +) .*$%&
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ZHIMIN GUAN

Freezing Land 30” , 35” +"& +) .*$%&
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Yu Ji
计宇

Professor
School of Art
California State University,
Long Beach

In my studio work, drawing directs the search for eloquent
pictorial expressions. The language of drawing allows me to
use modest materials to approach the complexity of image
making. The process of sifting pictorial motifs out of raw
information recorded in my sketchbooks leads me to reveal
the plasticity of latent structural conditions on a flat picture
space. Through a constant struggle with marks made on
supports through drawing, erasing, rubbing and smudging in
charcoal or conte crayon, these drawings begin to accumulate
a coherent form of representation in which ideas become
concrete and experiences inescapable.
As a figurative painter, I have chosen to focus on images of
contemporary urban life, which enables me to see, in pictorial
metaphors, a parallel to my personal experiences. In my visual
journey through various urban sites and inner city
neighborhoods in Los Angeles, New York, and recently in
Beijing, I have encountered surprisingly similar, and familiar,
visual textures of urban life crossing both industrialized and
industrializing societies.
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YU JI

From the Eldrige Street 57”,42” -1%(-+%& +) '%'*(
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YU JI

Into the Oblivion 50”,38” -1%(-+%& & ? +) '%'*(
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Linxia Jiang
蒋临夏

Professor
Department of Fine Arts
Buffalo State College

Human figure continues to be an intriguing, challenging and
inexhaustible subject matter that offers me endless
opportunities and possibilities in examining human behaviors,
exploring and addressing issues common to many aspects of
human experiences past, present and future; personal, social
political or metaphysical; domestic, international or global. In
my recent paintings, I try to capture and reflect on the
complexities and the simplicities as well as the universalities of
collective human experiences. The human figure, to me, is
most potent when it is portrayed enigmatically.
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LINXIA JIANG

At the Doorway 20” , 16” +"& +) -%)/%0
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LINXIA JIANG

Yellow Bench #3 20” , 16” +"& +) -%)/%0
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Lampo Leong
梁蓝波

Professor
Department of Art
University of Missouri Columbia

One of the most pervasive and enduring motives for artistic
creativity is the desire to express a sense of the awe and
majesty evoked by the overwhelming power of Nature.
While I continue to pay homage to the spontaneity and
beauty of the calligraphic stroke, in these paintings I literally
shatter the written words, layering, overlapping, and fading
the fragments in and out of dynamically shifting planes of
meditative or molten hues. As for me, the inky blacks of figural
marks playing against fields of colored densities and radiant
lights speak of my own fascination with the processes of
creation. Reflecting a reverence for both the spirit of Taoism
and the Sublime, as well as an ever-renewed wonder at the
universe revealed to us by modern science, my paintings
celebrate the dynamic energies that give birth to new life, new
planets, and new stars. They provide glimpses into the
crucible of genesis.
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LAMPO LEONG

Antiphany I 33”,48” %-(2&"- & .",*! .*!"% +) -%)/%0
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LAMPO LEONG

Fugitive Energies I 32” , 43” +"& %)! .",*! .*!"% +) -%)/%0
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Beili Liu
刘北立

Associate Professor
College of Fine Arts
University of Texas-Austin

Beili Liu's time and process based installations explores
subjects of cultural specificity and overlaps, transient or
persistent energy, and conflicting and confluent forces.
Thread, paper, incense, wood, salt, water, these simple
materials and compounds are the vehicles by which Beili Liu
hand crafts microcosms of fragility and poignancy. By working
on these everyday materials, Liu manipulates their intrinsic and
bare qualities to extrapolate much more complex cultural
narratives.
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BEILI LIU

Toil 4’,6’ (2”,6” *%-1) 0"&3 +(#%)4%, )**!&*0
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Liu Qing
刘勤

Associate professor
Department of
Communication Design
San Antonio College

My current body of work includes small drawings created on
imitative wood panels and in a form of miniature book. They
are exploring and reinventing fragmental elements from
“Shan-shui Hua”, – Chinese ink landscape painting. Bashfully
diminutive in scale and modestly self-aware of their position in
art history, the pieces are blindly optimistic. These drawings
are homeopathic and selfish-less attempt at regenerating and
redefining a delicate, poetic, strong and reflective of an
ancient culture and its identity.
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LIU QING

Art Book Project 5”,7.5” ")3 %)! &"$1+#(%'12
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LIU QING
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Xuhong Shang
商徐宏

Professor
School of Art and Design
Southern Illinois University Carbondale

The ‘Random’ series of paintings will be put on a wall in a
random order, just like damp leaves that stick to garden walls.
The black-colored shapes are shown on backgrounds with
simple colors, and they don’t really correspond with the
viewer’s usual perception. They seemingly have some kind of
meaning, but they are placed in a way that makes it difficult to
tell what that is. They are indefinite answers to indefinite
questions.
The ambiguity in my work expresses the uncertainty of
reality. We ourselves have caused such uncertainty. The fact is,
our conscience has created names for things around us, thus
generating a sense of distance and, essentially, the world
where we live. The conflicting relationships that we experience
are all based on a structure built by our cultural background,
our imagination, and ourselves. However, this intricately
designed structure only has bubble-like permanence; it is just
as conflicting as everything else in the world.
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XUHONG SHANG

Random Series 8”,10” +"& +) -%)/%0
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Howard Tran
陈伟豪

Associate Professor
Department of Art And Design
Lycoming College

My work explores themes related to my background. My
grandparents immigrated to Vietnam from China during WWII
and my family and I lived in Vietnam until I was twelve.
Though we translated our last name from Chinese to
Vietnamese and assimilated in some ways, we still had a
different language and customs. There I was considered
Chinese. China was my homeland.
Now I have lived in the United States much longer than I
have lived in Vietnam. I have assimilated to this culture to the
extent that when I visit Vietnam, I no longer feel that country is
my home. I consider myself Chinese Vietnamese American. I
have aspects of all three cultures, yet I am in between them
all. In my art I explore identity, home, keeping traditions,
change, and the dichotomy between East and West.
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HOWARD TRAN

Ghe 6” , 8” ")3, '*)-"&, %-(2&"-. %)! 5%$*(-+&+(
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HOWARD TRAN

Ghe 6” , 8” ")3, '*)-"&, %-(2&"-. %)! 5%$*(-+&+(
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Xiaomiao Wang
王晓苗

Assistant Professor
Department of Art
Southwestern Oklahoma
State University

Xiaomiao Wang works on a unique, very fine type of
porcelain that is only one millimeter thick. Her works are
achieved by quick and delicate handling of the clay before it
dries. After firing at a high temperature, the folds and shapes
are permanent. She combines the use of porcelain, a centuryold medium, with a contemporary aesthetic through the
creation of abstract forms. The classical blue decoration over
white glaze provides part of Wang’s artistic inspiration. She
creates simplified and organic forms that look highly
contemporary, but nonetheless represent the soul and spirit of
classical Chinese porcelain.
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XIAOMIAO WANG

Memory of Blue and White 20”,6”,2” '+(-*&%")
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XIAOMIAO WANG

Documentation 80”,80”,2” '+(-*&%")
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Yeqiang Wang
汪业强

Associate Professor
Department of Art
Washburn University

When I moved from China to North America in 1998, I
thought I was psychologically ready to explore my
“wonderland”. However, what I had experienced in North
America was a lot of cultural shock: different language,
different tradition, different value system and so on. Even
though I have been here for so many years, I’m still
experiencing difficulties in perceiving the whole picture of the
“new” culture, as if there were a piece of glass between the
world and me. In my “Reflection” painting series, I use newlymade friends here as subjects and the glass window as a
metaphor to reflect my fragmented impression of this “new”
culture, which is sometimes clear and sometimes blurry. The
fragmented images by reflection look surreal, just like Alice’s
experience in wonderland. Likewise, I have created a new
“wonderland” where I can wander, learn and grow as an artist.
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YEQIANG WANG

Reﬂection-Flying without Wings 48”,36” +"& +) -%)/%0
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YEQIANG WANG

Reﬂection-Bicycle Waltz 48”,36” +"& +) -%)/%0
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Yida Wang
汪伊达

Associate Professor
Department of Art and Art History
University of Hawaii-Manoa

Artistic behavior is motivated by cultural bloodline and
cultural identification. Landscape painting of the Song and
Yuan dynasties is a summit in the history of Chinese art that
becomes the invaluable cultural legacy. As an Asian origin
artist, I am deeply interested in the essence of the Chinese
traditional culture and fascinate to transform it into today’s
language.
I seek serenity, ascendance and eternity. I attempt to give
my de-constructed landscape a sense of transcendence in
terms of memory, experience and vision. At the same time, I
want my work to possess the temperamental qualities of a
present-day scholar immersed in the current cultural
tendencies and language.
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YIDA WANG

Excerpted Scenery 5 23”, 23”, 3” -1%(-+%&, #(%'1"$*, -+)$*, -+&+(*! '*)-"&, 5%$*('(++6 #&7* +) '%'*(
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YIDA WANG

Excerpted Scenery 3 23”, 23”, 3” -1%(-+%&, #(%'1"$*, -+)$*, -+&+(*! '*)-"&, 5%$*('(++6 #&7* +) '%'*(
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Rebecca Xu
徐瑞鸽

Associate Professor
Department of Transmedia
Syracuse University

My recent work focuses on the visual dialogues created
during the intersections between human and computer
through visualization, performance and interactive installation.
Typically produced in a generative approach working with
computer programs, the visuals in my work range from
inventive non-representational drawing to controlled
constructions with highly studied shape, color and texture in
3D space. In the process of making, I explore the impact of
artistic intention and influence on the final outcome, while
trying to find the balance between artistic intervention and the
computer program’s autonomy as well as the randomness and
predictability contributing to each particular project.
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REBECCA XU

Visualizing Federal Spending No. 1 36 , 20.25 #*)*(%$*! ".%#*0, '1+$+#(%'1"- '(")$0
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REBECCA XU

Visualizing Federal Spending No. 3 36 , 20.25 #*)*(%$*! ".%#*0, '1+$+#(%'1"- '(")$0
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Lawrence Tzuchi Yun
恽子奇

Associate Professor
Department of Visual Arts
California State University,
Fullerton

In the style of realism, artist Lawrence Tzuchi Yun’s watercolor
series reveal the intriguing relationship between culture and
nature; man-made creation versus natural phenomena. He
focused on the manipulation and manufacturing of nursery
culture as an artificial and yet natural hybridization between
man and earth. These images represent Yun’s observation of
universal technological and evolutionary living patterns, which
appear as genetically modified and biologically enhanced
experiment practiced throughout all aspects of life -- a
“miracle grow” sensation that is beyond real.
The genre of flower painting in Western Art has been a less
important subject matter and may even seem cliché as eye
candy to some. Yun was aware of art historical precedents and
accordingly tried to depart from the tradition with a modern
interpretation. With a diverse art background and training of
two distinct cultures, he intended to revitalize the role of the
traditional Euro-American floral and still life genre, as well as
to re-evaluate the status of the contemporary watercolor in
fine art with his fused aesthetic of both East and West.
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LAWRENCE TZUCHI YUN

Garden Delight (Bird of Paradise & Canna) 13” , 13” 5%$*(-+&+( +) '%'*(
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LAWRENCE TZUCHI YUN

Garden Delight (Hyacinth & Peony) 13” , 13” 5%$*(-+&+( +) '%'*(
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Li Zhang
张利

Li Zhang
Department of Visual
Communications Design
Purdue University

Human-right violation is commonly recognized, but not
addressed enough with the mental, spiritual and cultural
violation. The included work intents to reveal the issue visually
to awaken the awareness of human-right.
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LI ZHANG

Human-right Violation 12”,18” .",*! .*!"%
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Naijun Zhang
张乃军

Associate Professor
School of Art and Design
West Virginia University

In the past decade, my work has been dealing with personal
memory and social change in China. The China that helped
forge my artistic sensibility has changed greatly, and yet there
is deep continuity with the past. My work embodies the
collision of past and present inherent in the changing roles in
Chinese social reality. These views of small realities of life
signify the persistence of old traditions and their incongruity in
a modernizing society. The subtle condemnation inherent in
these paintings implies a broader critique of the political and
social realities in the wake of the Cultural Revolution.
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NIAJUN ZHANG

Intruder 24” , 36” +"& +) &")*)
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NIAJUN ZHANG

Safe Fruits 20” , 24” +"& +) &")*)
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Xiaohong Zhang
张晓红

Associate Professor
Department of Art
University of WisconsinWhitewater

I specialize in large-scale paper-cutting works. As an artistic
tradition, Paper-cutting dates back to the sixth century in
China making it one of the oldest art forms.
I used to work with a 2D paper-cutting style in which I
blended cultural influences drawn from both Eastern and
Western aesthetics. My artwork represents the outcome of
soul-searching of a being – a woman, a mother, and a college
professor in the changing world. While my work continues to
develop, I begin to critically review my identity from the
context of the family to the pluralistic society with historical
meanings. I have started to research and make plans to create
a series of large-scale paper-cutting based on true stories of
war, poverty, and lives of new immigrants to the U.S. who are
striving. It is my undying intention to relate my artworks to
more and more people across the national boundaries.
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XIAOHONG ZHANG

Last Kiss I

40” , 70” '%'*(--7$$")# %)! !"#"$%& '(")$")# +) 8%'%)*0* ("-* '%'*(
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XIAOHONG ZHANG

Last Kiss II 40” , 70” '%'*(--7$$")# %)! !"#"$%& '(")$")# +) 8%'%)*0* ("-* '%'*(
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